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Abstract

Firms benefit from proximity to other firms due to the existence of several
externalities such as technology spillovers, labour market pooling or supplier-
customer relationships. Thus, firms in more spatially concentrated areas are
more likely to enjoy relevant externalities.

This paper analyses the productivity premium of firms that stems from oper-
ating in agglomerated regions. We first confirm the existence of such premium,
in line with a vast body of literature. We argue that certain firms shall bene-
fit more externalities. Given the prevalence of evidence suggesting how firms
active in international trade are different from non-traders in terms of using
inputs or capital as well as in terms of performance, we focus on the effect of
agglomeration economies on international traders.

Using Hungarian manufacturing data from 1992-2003, we find that interna-
tional traders are more productive in agglomerations than not trading firms.
Within estimations find that, while non-traders are 6% more productive in
a twice as populated manufacturing environment, the corresponding figure
for traders in 12%. To investigate the nature of externalities, localisation and
urbanisation economies are separated. All our measures and specifications sug-
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gest that agglomeration benefits traders about twice as much as non-traders.
This suggests that either traders benefit exactly because trade requires special
knowledge and inputs, or higher productivity associated with trading firms,
makes absorption of externalities more efficient.
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1 Introduction

Firms in more densely populated areas were found to be more productive by
e.g. Foster & Stehrer (2008) and Combes et al. (2009). While positive corre-
lation between density and productivity might stem from natural advantages
that foster economic activity and attract economic agents, the productivity
premia of agglomerations can, in a significant part be attributed to external
economies. Agglomerations have better quality of employer employee match,
firms find larger pool of better quality inputs, more reliable and more differen-
tiated suppliers, and so on. Larger communities can afford indivisible public
goods, such as street light or an ice-rink with a Zamboni. 2 These external
economies, which are in the focus of present paper, were first mentioned and
identified by Marshall (1920) when examining the cutlery manufacturers in
England as input-sharing, labour-market pooling and localised technological
spillovers. More recently in his survey Hanson (2000) identified three broader
channels that make more agglomerated regions more productive: 1. Proximity
of other firms reduce transport cost and created increasing returns to firms
with fixed costs of production. See e.g. Krugman (1991) 2. Externalities cre-
ated by the density of the firms in the locality increase productivity. 3. Dense
economic activity allows for a greater degree of specialisation.

Quantifying the importance of the agglomeration effects is not straightforward.
First, agglomeration economies are observationally equivalent with first geog-
raphy factors, endogenous labour quantity and quality. For example, a region
that is more productive due to good climate or fertile soil will attract more
labour and firms, which imply that productivity and density are simultane-
ous. Second, as agglomeration effects are estimated as a factor of productivity
functions. The different channels of the agglomeration are rarely separated or
identified separately: it is handled as a black box. Third, the higher average
productivity of firms in e.g. cities might be due to selectivity - low productivity
firms are more likely to forced out of the market. Thus, higher productivity of
agglomerated regions could be explained by a composition problem. 3 Fourth,
agglomeration does not only have positive effects, but congestion effects such
as pollution, higher factor prices etc. all play a role. This implies that measured
agglomeration effects are the net of agglomeration benefits and congestion.

Though agglomeration economies are primarily of microeconomic in nature,
the basic picture can be seized through summary statistics, through regional
level data. US county level 1988 data Ciccone & Hall (1996) test whether
labour density affects productivity. Employing instrumental variable technique
to solve the aforementioned simultaneity problem, they find that doubling
labour density increases labour productivity by 6% on average. For European
countries Germany, Italy, Spain, France and the UK using NUTS-3 regional
level data Ciccone (2002)’s repeated the exercise. He found that doubling the

2 An example from Duranton & Puga (n.d.)
3 See e.g. Melitz & Ottaviano (2008) and Baldwin & Okubo (2006)
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density of labour results in an average increase of 5% in labour productivity.

Dekle & Eaton (1999) estimate the agglomeration effects would produce pro-
ductivity growth in Japan. Investigating the financial and manufacturing sec-
tors, they find that although effects significantly fade with distance, agglomer-
ation explains 8.9 % and 5.6% labour productivity growth respectively. More
recently, Brülhart & Mathys (2007) estimate the effect of labour density across
European regions. They dynamise the Ciccone estimation in order to tackle
the simultaneity problems with panel techniques. Estimating the long run
elasticity between density and productivity on a panel of 20 European coun-
tries at NUTS-2 level, they find it to be 13%. Aggregate results suggest, that
assessing endogeneity of labour quantity is only a minor issue in practice. 4

External economies and spillovers play important role also in growth literature.
Endogenous growth models following Romer (1986) Lucas (1988) emphasised
the role of knowledge spillovers between firms of the same industry as promot-
ers of technological change and engines of development. With the assumption
that productivity growth induces employment growth, the idea was first put
to an empirical test by Glaeser et al. (1992). To examine the extent to which
knowledge spillovers matter within industries they proposed the separation of
agglomeration to localisation and urbanisation effects. Localisation economies
arise from spatial concentration of firms that belong to the same industry.
Urbanisation economies, as proposed by Jacobs (1969), arise from the wider
variety of industries and firms cross-fertilising each other. The two ideas pro-
pose different regional policies: localisation implies specialisation of a region
in one or few industries or formation of clusters, while urbanisation favours
access to larger variety of inputs.

Findings about whether urbanisation or specialisation matter more for growth
and thus productivity are not unequivocal. Glaeser et al. (1992) found on US
cross-section data, that growth is negatively affected by specialisation, while
industrial diversity seems to favour sectoral employment growth. Contrary to
that, Henderson et al. (1995) found that localisation acts positively in mature
capital-goods sectors, while variety has a positive impact only in the case of
high- tech sectors.

Keeping the idea of urbanisation and localisation separate, studies started in-
vestigating the effect of agglomeration economies on TFP and TFP growth
directly rather than on that of employment. As e.g. Cingano & Schivardi
(2004) argue, that joint productivity and employment growth depends on the
elasticity of labour market. Using Italian data they find that industrial spe-
cialisation and scale indicators affect TFP growth positively, while neither
product variety nor the degree of local competition have any effect. However,
when assessing employment growth their result showed a negative role of lo-

4 Note, that this finding is true for the US and for most of Europe at aggregate
level. We do not know, whether this statement holds for different spatial scales
and administrative stratification
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calisation, as found by Glaeser et al. (1992). Their results suggest, that it
is worth investigating agglomeration effects on productivity independently of
growth.

More recent studies imply, that external economies affect firm behaviour and
performance differently depending on the characteristics of the firm and the
scope of agglomeration. Recently Martin et al. (2008) has shown on French
firm level data, that on agglomeration economies have significant but nonlinear
effect. Firms are more productive in more dense environments only up-to a
point, then productivity premia are diminished by the increasing congestion
effects. They also found, that firms especially benefit from the proximity of the
firms in their own sector and not that of others. That is, in France urbanisation
economies are not as important as localisation economies. Doubling the sector
employment size around a firm increases productivity by 4% on average. Also,
on French data Combes et al. (2009) tries to tell agglomeration and selection
apart. They concluded, that the observed productivity premia across French
metropolitan firms are not due to the selection of more productive firms but to
agglomeration economies. They also show, that agglomeration effects increase
with the productivity of the firm.

Though the firm-level empirical literature is only recently emerging findings,
suggest, that not all firms benefit from agglomeration economies the same.
Besides aforementioned see e.g. Baldwin et al. (2007), Strajer Madsen et al.
(2003). Given the prevalence of evidence suggesting how firms active in inter-
national trade are different from non-traders in terms of using inputs or capital
as well as in terms of performance, we focus on the effect of agglomeration
economies on international traders.

Since Bernard & Bradford (1999)’s seminal empirical paper on U.S. exporters,
many have documented that trading activity is a rare and rather concentrated
activity. Also, firms engaging in international trade, besides the fact that their
products cross national borders, are different from non-trading firms in many
aspects. These firms employ more and better skilled workers, pay higher wages
and are more productive than firms selling within borders only. Many of these
differences related to the operation of the firms were found and documented
both for the U.S. and European countries for example Bernard et al. (2007)
or Mayer & Ottaviano (2008).

While new economic geography and trade models, such as that e.g. of Krugman
(1980, 1991) explain the unequal spatial distribution of economic activity and
international trade together, recent empirical literature on trading firms gives
little guidance on the relationship between trading behaviour and agglom-
eration. We know, that international traders evaluate many location related
factors differently.

Traders are better off being in the proximity of first-geography factors such
as national borders or bodies of water. As shown by Koenig (2005), French
overseas exporters tend to locate near those cities and ports that provide
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access to their respective partner countries. We know less about the so called
second-geography factors: proximity of other firms and density of economic
environment.

Therefore this paper asks the following question: Do internationalised firms
show different performance in more densely populated environments? Do we
see a difference in their agglomeration premia with respect to not trading
firms?

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we argue why
international traders might benefit from agglomeration economies. Section 3
introduces the data and discusses basic spatial issues. In Section 4 we confirm
that agglomeration premium exist in Hungary at the aggregate level. Also, we
preform robustness checks by considering border proximities and controlling
for possible estimation bias from spatial autocorrelation. Section 5 estimates
whether trading firms are more productive in more agglomerated environment.
We find that trading firms show sixth to on third sensitivity to agglomeration.
Section 6 disentangles agglomeration into localisation and urbanisation and
sees which correlates more with the productivity of trading firms. Furthermore,
we refine our broad category of trading by introducing export and import
intensity measure. We find that moderate traders are those showing higher
productivity in agglomerations.

2 Mechanics of Agglomeration

Agglomeration economies, as externalities to firms, are in fact sums of many
individual externalities reinforcing each other. These are in most cases ob-
servationally equivalent, implying that its different channels are more likely
to be distinguished theoretically than empirically. As Rosenthal & Strange
(n.d.) put it: ”it can be shown that agglomeration economies whose sources
are knowledge spillovers, labor market pooling, or input sharing all manifest
themselves in pretty much the same way.” Though, we do not assess the con-
tribution to agglomeration effects of these channels individually, this section
provides a deeper insight into the agglomeration externalities.

Input sharing : In a dense economic activity, individual firms have abundant
opportunities for both the local outsourcing of inputs and the distribution of
output, thus reducing transportation costs. In case of scale economies, up-
stream firms are able incur their inputs more cheaply if they express demand
in a more dense environment. That is, downstream firms in concentrated in-
dustry locations will be able to outsource their input needs, which creates a
higher level of vertical disintegration. The love of input variety does not neces-
sarily limited to one industry, but also applies to the interplay between many.
This feature of increasing returns in intermediate inputs lies in the core of
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monopolistic competitions models of economic geography and trade (see e.g.
Ciccone & Hall (1996), Abdel-Rahman (1988)).

Labour market externalities : In agglomerations firms have access to established
pools of labour that are both specialised and deep, thus minimising costs asso-
ciated with search and training. In more urban environment education tends
to be of better quality and due to the larger number of people development of
special skills are more possible. Urban areas not only give better skilled and
more specialised workers but also allow for better on-the-job human capital
accumulation as pointed out by Glaeser & Mare (2001). These imply that
firms will more likely to find the employee of their needs and better employ-
ment matches are created. Also, if a larger pool of employees are at disposal
firms do not have to keep up ineffective matches. As shown by Bleakley &
Lin (2007) workers have lower searching cost and lower tendency to leave own
sector in denser labour market.

Knowledge spillovers Concentration of firms is thought to enhance the pro-
duction of knowledge and their spillovers, via face-to-face exchange of tacit
knowledge or through the mobility of human capital between firms. Knowledge
spillovers are central element of innovation and R&D activity and economic de-
velopment. Marshall (1920) described fertility of spillovers as in section IV.X.7:
’if one man starts a new idea, it is taken up by others and combined with sug-
gestions of their own; and thus it becomes the source of further new ideas.’
If knowledge is tacit knowledge spillovers might be subject to geographical
boundaries. The propagation of tacit knowledge requires face-to-face commu-
nication and is hard to capture of codify. Audretsch & Feldman (n.d.) and
Jaffe et al. (1993) use patent citations as the result of knowledge spillovers to
grasp the phenomenon. They find that R&D activity is rather localised across
the U.S.

These agglomeration effects do not benefit all firms the same. Sensitivity to
agglomeration economies depend on scale of operation, the special skill and
production-technique needs of the firms, the degree to which the firm is part
of a vertically disintegrated production process. We argue that international
traders specially benefit from aforemention channels.

Better factors of production: Competing internationally is a demanding task
for domestic firms. Innovation in product quality and services is essential to
survive the competition. Firms in dense economic environment have better
chance to find matching either domestic or foreign input to their production
process, which makes her more productive and able to export its own products.
Also, dense economies and/or industrially specialised regions provide better
matching labour force in terms of skills and higher quality of human capital,
which increases firm performance. When explaining the relative small ratio of
Colombian exporters, Brooks (2003) finds that not sufficient level of product
quality plays important role. More recently, Imbriani et al. (2008) investigating
export propensity of Italian firms find that product quality gives strict ordering
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to firm in trading activity.

Meet Scale requirements : Entering international market implies that higher
than local or domestic demand concentrates in a firm or in a region. This is
especially true in case of Hungary, a small open economy, where exporters in
most cases sell to larger than local markets. In order to be able to compete
abroad the scale requirements are substantial. Agglomeration economies - via
input sharing - are able to create sufficient backward linkages, such that other
firms find it more profitable to supply. Also, local outsourcing of parts of the
production process is more likely.

Knowledge to trade: The fixed cost of international trade is often referred to
as that of marketing, repackaging, finding distribution channels. These cost
depend on the information availability on the foreign market at the place of
production. Knowledge spillovers on the techniques of trade in an agglomer-
ated environment tend to reduce these cost. E.g. Lovely et al. (2005) investi-
gate the location of exporting firm headquarters in the U.S. They find that
firms that export to not easily accessible countries tend to locate in each others
proximity. Also, trade related tacit knowledge is more likely to circulate better
in dense environment. In a recent study on tacit export knowledge, Soon &
Fraser (n.d.) interviewing Australian exporters find that information on over-
seas business opportunities and on variations in export customer preference is
a valued and not easy to get information for managers.

Export Spillovers : The idea of the export spillovers are connected to the pre-
vious point. It asks whether presence of other traders in the vicinity (mainly
multinationals and FDI) affects extensive or intensive margin of trade of the
local firms. Most trading manufacturer are multi-product firms and handle
complex processes. E.g. on average Hungarian manufacturers export 7, import
20 different HS6 category products. This presupposes advanced management
and learning skills, higher absorption capacity. That is international traders
are more able to harness technology and knowledge spillovers. The empirical
evidence on this between traders spillovers are however mixed. For example
Bernard & Jensen (2004) find that for US exporters the spillovers from other
exporting firms is negligible, while Kneller & Pisu (2007) investigating export
spillovers from FDI on UK data find that the presence of foreign multination-
als in the same industry or region affect positively the intensive and extensive
margins of trade.

3 Data Description

The empirical analysis uses a panel of Hungarian manufacturing firms from
1992-2003 with very detailed firm level information on balance sheet and trad-
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ing activity. The panel contains on average 15000 firms yearly 5 of the manufac-
turing sectors ranging from 17 to 37 of the EU’s NACE 2 digit classification. 6

The balance sheet information allows us to account for the necessary variables
to estimate firm level productivity. As our dataset ranges over a longer period
and contains some of the transition period controlling for entry and exit, sec-
toral restructuring we choose the method proposed by Olley & Pakes (1996) 7

to estimate productivity.

We have merged the balance sheet data of firms with corresponding customs
data. Thus, we see whether a given firm is engaged in exporting or importing
activity in the given year. In this study we will refer to a firm being trader in
a given year if it is either exporting or importing.

On the geography side, the location of the firm primarily points the headquar-
ters, which in case of manufacturing coincides with the place of production
with higher probability than in other sectors. The most disaggregated level of
location identification at our disposal are zip-codes. Unfortunately the Hun-
garian zipcode system is not a one-to-one mapping, therefore larger geograph-
ical entities are required. From larger to smaller these are: county (megye),
micro-region (kistérség) and zipcode levels. 8

Hungary consists of 20 counties, which stratification includes the capital, Bu-
dapest as a separate entity and corresponds to the NUTS 3 level EU regional
policy unit. 9 Their average size is 4600 km2 and they hold less than half
million inhabitants on average. A county holds eight micro-regions on aver-
age. The number of micro-regions was originally set to 150 by the Statistical
Office, which was later modif ied to 168 and more recently to 173. This study
uses the 150 system and abbreviates micro-regions as MR’s. Each micro-region
contains approximately 4-10 towns and villages, which area corresponds to a
range where firms are operating within a 20-30 km radius. Their average size
is 620 km2 and 70 thousand inhabitants. 10

5 From 2000 to 2003 number of firms drops in our panel. Size distribution compar-
ison shows, that very small firms are missing in that period. To correct for this
sampling anomaly, we drop firms with less than 5 employees from all years of the
data.

6 For detailed description of the dataset see Békés et al. (2008).
7 Actually we modify Olley & Pakes (1996) TFP estimates using trade dummies as
proposed by Amiti & Konings (2007), see Appendix. Due to the small number of
firm sector 23 is omitted from firm level productivity estimations.

8 While zipcode level is the most disaggregated information at hand we will not use
them in this study for the following reasons: 1. There are many towns and cities
that hold numerous zipcodes with considerable within-town variation over time.
2. There are zipcodes that correspond to two or more villages, small towns. Both
hinder unique identification.

9 Budapest is in itself a NUTS3 and NUST4 level entity at the same time.
10 See Table [11] for summary statistics of the micro-regions.
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4 Agglomeration premia with micro-region level summary statis-

tics

Before turning to the firm level analysis, we show the existence and evaluate
agglomeration effect on productivity at micro-region level in Hungary. Using
firm level data we create micro-region level summary statistics of productivity
and agglomeration. For productivity measurement we use log of real value
added summed firms in the micro-region divided by the aggregated regional
level manufacturing employment.

Aggregate data are easier to be described in space. To picture the spatial
distribution in Hungary, labour productivity (VA/worker) and manufacturing
density (worker/area) per micro-regions are plotted on Figures [4] and [5].
Both variables show considerable spatial heterogeneity. Manufacturing em-
ployment clusters in micro-regions that include the largest Hungarian cities.
The most dense areas are those close to Budapest and in the northern-western
part of the country. Figure [4] shows, that dense areas in the north of Hungary,
more west than east are the ones with higher labour productivity. In general,
as Figure [6] in the appendix shows, regions with more manufacturing tend to
be more productive.

However, to point out the role of economic density in the spatial distribution of
productivity more formally, we estimate the following equation using aggregate
variables. 11

ln
V Art

Nrt

= α1ln
Nrt

Ar

+ α2HCrt + α3Dt + α5Dcounty + urt (1)

In the equation VA stands for value added, N for manufacturing employment.
The A stands for the area of the micro-region in 0.1 square kilometers, thus
forming the density variable. Subscript r stand for one of the 150 micro-regions
and t is the year subscript running from 1992 to 2003. Vectors of D ’s represent
time and location specific dummies.

However, identifying α1 entails several problems. On one hand, regions with
higher productivity does not only attract workers, but might attract better
quality workers. Not controlling for quality might result in the overestimation
of agglomeration effect. 12 There equation also includes a proxy for human
capital, HC. The human capital proxy is formed as the average of finished
years of education of the manufacturing workers in a given micro-region. 13

On the one hand, locations with preferable characteristics will attract more

11 The specification is analogous to Ciccone (2002) ’s
12 One might argue, that the accumulation of better quality workforce in cities or
manufacturing clusters is actually an agglomeration phenomenon, though we would
like to estimate the effect of density itself
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workers and firm. To reduce this simultaneity bias we will use different location
controls Dr.

Table 1
Micro-region Level Aggregate Estimations - Labour productivity

VARIABLES PROD PROD

DEN 0.192*** 0.243***
[7.444] [3.083]

HC 0.146*** -0.0246
[2.789] [-0.634]

dummy: year yes yes
dummy: county yes
dummy: micro-region yes
Constant -1.167* 0.892*

[-1.797] [1.841]
Observations 1796 1796
Number of MRs
R-squared 0.757 0.460

Robust t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
we use MR clustered errors.

Table [1] present the micro-region level estimations, where the first columns

has county (NUTS3) level and the second column micro-region-level controls,

which latter case extends the baseline equation. Besides, controlling for worker

quality with our human capital proxy, by using micro-region dummies, we

control for the time invariant component of micro-region level unobservable

heterogeneity. These include factors that always have attracted workers and

industries, such geographical amenities as elevation, proximity to main water-

ways and borders. However, we do not control for possible contemporaneous

correlation between productivity shocks and population. This implies that we

cannot use the term causal effect with certainty, we remain with the phrase

of agglomeration premium. Results suggest that a micro-region that is twice

as densely populated with manufacturing employment is on average 19-24%

more productive. If we wanted to compare our result to the similar - not causal

effect - estimates of other studies such as that of Ciccone & Hall (1996), Cic-

cone (2002) or Foster & Stehrer (2008) our result seems very high, however it

is estimated on a much smaller geographical scale and on a single country.

4.1 Trading premia with summary statistics

In this subsection we investigate, whether agglomeration premia of trading

activity is detectable at micro-region level. Table [2] displays the estimation

results of equation [1], with some modifications to the productivity variable.

13 The source of the data is Hungarian national wage survey (BÉRTARIFA) with
kind permission of János Köllő
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We calculate productivity aggregated from the subsample of trading and non-

trading firms, thus creating corresponding variables: PROD-TR and PROD-

NTR. We find that productivity of the trading activity increases in greater

steps than that of non-trading activity. While, when controlling for county

level heterogeneity we find that that a twice as dense micro-regions will on av-

erage 9 percent more productive non-traders, but 15 percent more productive

trading activity.

Table 2
Differences in agglomeration premia with summary statistics

Dep. Var.: PROD-NTR PROD-TR

DEN 0.0951*** -0.165*** 0.158*** 0.265***
[5.205] [-2.774] [5.192] [3.111]

HC 0.113*** 0.029 0.170*** -0.00937
[3.479] [0.791] [2.876] [-0.207]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes
dummy: county yes yes
dummy: MR yes yes
Constant -1.653*** -0.119 -1.490** 0.386

[-3.924] [-0.251] [-2.047] [0.486]
Observations 1769 1769 1770 1770
R-squared 0.211 0.451 0.422 0.743

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

In case of trading activity an important geographic characteristic is the prox-

imity to national border or transportation possibilities. To see that we ran

OLS specifications on all three productivity measures with the inclusion of

border dummies. We distinguished 7 different border area dummies with re-

spect to neighbouring countries. The dummy takes up one if the MR region

is approximately 30 kms away from the respective borders. The results are

displayed in Figure [14]. The results are in magnitude quite similar to baseline

OLS result. Productivity of trading activity is higher in more densely popu-

lated regions. The regressions reported do not include county level controls

to focus on purely on ”border-effects”. 14 We find that regions close to Bu-

dapest and the west Slovakian borders are more productive than others, but

this productivity premia holds for trading and nontrading activity alike. In

the regions close to the East-Slovakian borders trading activity appears less

productive only.

14 When county dummies are included inference on density variable is unchange,
but border variables are insignificant.
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4.2 Does spatial autocorrelation matter?

When choosing micro-region level stratification as the basic unit as bound-

aries to external economies we neglected the possibility, that agglomeration

ranges further that this artificial unit. Artificial division of space generates

the problem that regions that are economically are bound are separated. 15 .

Stratification divide-up the more or less continuous economic and social space.

This is often the case when examining metropolises or economic regions that

very previously separate cities. Also, when two regions share the same natural

resource: a mountain with ores or a river. In the data, therefore, the e.g. the

population of the neighbouring regions will be correlated spatially.

This problem can be remedied by point pattern analysis, using the exact geo-

graphical location of the firm or plant. Recently, Cainelli & Lupi (2008) use this

approach when estimating effects of agglomeration economies in Italy. Their

results suggest that the use of geographic units such as standard metropoli-

tan units, administrative regions or provinces can be misleading. Using exact

distances between economic units also allows for the estimation of scope of

agglomeration effects, which fade over space.

Fig. 1. Creating SAR variables: Example Borsod county densities 1999

Edelény Micro-region

-2.295071 - -2.020496
-3.146147 - -2.295071
-4.598968 - -3.146147
-4.96965 - -4.598968
-6.881444 - -4.96965

(a) DEN

neighbours to Edelény

-2.619435 - -2.427693
-2.752807 - -2.619435
-3.088901 - -2.752807
-3.226006 - -3.088901
-3.999219 - -3.226006

(b) N-DEN

Unfortunately our data does not allow for such analysis, as exact address and

thus such valuable information such as GPS coordinates are not at our dis-

posal. Instead, to control for agglomerations effects not bound within microre-

gions we estimated aggregate regressions including both the average character-

istics of the immediate neighbouring micro regions. Controlling for this effect

is different from the fixed effects specification as it allows for time variance in

characteristics of the greater neighbourhood of the micro-region.

15 This problem is referred to as that of modifiable areal units (MAUP). For more
extensive discussion of the problem see e.g. Briant et al. (2008), Combes & Over-
man (2003)
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Figure (1) provides and illustration of the spatial autocorrelation (SAR) prob-

lem and also comes helps understanding the creation of neighbouring variables

(thus we use prefix N−). On the left of the figure one can see the 9 microre-

gions of Borsod county coloured according to the distribution of manufacturing

density in 1999. Borsod is the north-east of Hungary, all borderlines to the

north are the national border to Slovakia. We pick a micro-region, Edelény.

As pointed to on the left part of the graph Edelény is surrounded by two very

dense regions from west and south-west. Thus actually Edelény, though itself

is not that populated can be considered as part of a broader agglomerated

region. Not considering this might induce the problems. For example, if firms

might find it profitable to locate to Edelény as they are still in the proximity

of the dense location of e.g Miskolc. Then give that, considerable amount of

firm like to do so, then own density will be correlated positively to that of

neighbours creating positive spatial autocorrelation in the density variable.

Then given the assumed positive relationship between own and neighbour-

ing micro-regions density, ignoring spatial autocorrelation will result in the

overestimation of the agglomeration effect.

Therefore, neighbouring density and productivity measures were constructed.

We took the manufacturing population, value-added and area measures summed

over the immediate neighbouring micro-region, and calculated productivity. In

the right part of Figure (1), the micro-regions of Borsod county are coloured

according to the density of their neighbours, Edelény having dense adjacent

regions is in a prominent place.

Table 3
Testing Importance of SAR effect by trading

Dep. Var.: PROD all not trad-
ing

trading

DEN 0.191*** 0.0953*** 0.158***
[18.02] [8.421] [13.23]

N-PROD 0.0506 0.0791** 0.0428
[1.403] [2.082] [1.128]

N-DEN 0.000539 -0.017 0.0136
[0.0258] [-0.772] [0.624]

HC 0.143*** 0.110*** 0.167***
[7.082] [5.121] [7.718]

dummy: year yes yes yes
dummy: county yes yes yes
Constant -1.033*** -1.607*** -1.254***

[-3.576] [-5.831] [-4.403]
Observations 1796 1769 1770
R-squared 0.461 0.213 0.423

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

We find that controlling for aggregate level of spatial autocorrelation of pro-

ductivity and density does not alter our main findings as shown by Table [3].

Productivity premia of trading activity is significantly higher in more agglom-
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erated environment. Also, this finding indirectly suggests that agglomeration

economies, on average in the Hungarian economy go further than the bound-

aries of a micro-region. Similarly, to the density variable, we also formed N−
variables of productivity in order to measure the effect of the neighbouring

regions more precisely. The results displayed in Table [15] and [16] do not alter

our main findings.

5 Agglomeration premia at firm level

To have a basic picture of the relationship between agglomeration and pro-

ductivity at firm level we conduct a simple exercise. For a crude measure of

agglomeration, we divided Hungarian firm to two groups, to those in cities

with on average more than 10.000 manufacturing workers and to those else-

where. This distinction captures the 10 most populated Hungarian cities. In

Figure[2] panel a) we plotted the the density function of firms’ estimated log

TFP’s 16 by this density separation.

Fig. 2. Productivity pdf’s of Hungarian firms by trade and density in 1999
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The figure suggests that firms in different productivity quantiles are affected

differently from agglomeration economies. More productive firms seem to be

16 Olley & Pakes (1996)
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increasingly more productive in the larger cities, the ’denser’ distribution (over

10k manuf.) in more the dilated version of the than shifted of than of the

less dense firms. 17 On the contrary, in panel b, we find that trading firms

are roughly equally more productive in all quantiles. On average Hungarian

traders are 50-60 percent more productive. In panel c) we group firms in four,

by trade and by density. We find that trading firms in the cc. 10 largest

Hungarian cities are the most productive ones, which suggests that traders

might be able to benefit more from an agglomerated environment. However,

while this preliminary picture gives a hint on the firm level agglomeration

premium, it does not condition on firm characteristics and regional amenities.

Thus, we model externalities at firm level more explicitly.

The key idea of agglomeration economies and spillovers, is that firms inter-

nalise production externalities: the presence of other economic agents enter

their production function. Agglomeration economies might affect the technol-

ogy of both capital and labour usage, thus we will assume they are Hicks-

neutral. Given these assumptions, agglomeration economies can be expressed

as shifters of the productivity of the firm to a Cobb-Douglas production func-

tion of firm, see eg. Henderson (2001) or Martin et al. (2008). This approach

implies the following specification:

lnYit = γlnAGGLOit + αlnKit + βlnLit + εit (2)

where variable AGGLOit represents the density of the economic activity in

the close proximity of the firm as the log sum of the employment of firms in

the micro-regions. In this specification we are looking for an estimate of γ,

which would tell by how much are firms on average more productive in a more

agglomerated area.

Straight OLS estimation of equation (2) to get parameter γ as the casual effect

running from agglomeration towards productivity might be misleading. The

estimation requires more careful econometric considerations for two reasons:

unobserved heterogeneity and simultaneity bias. Unobserved heterogeneity is

a twofold problem. On one hand, in the case of geographical regions with

better first geography (better access to markets, better transportation possi-

bilities or infrastructure), factors unobservable to the researcher both boost

productivity and attract firms, thus creating endogeneity. On the other hand,

besides micro-region level unobservables, firm level estimation contains extra

unobserved heterogeneity. Firms, even in the same sector might behave differ-

ently in terms of risk taking, innovation process. Also, more risk-taking firms

are more likely to enter foreign trade, previously not served markets. This

17 This result is analogous to the French finding by Combes et al. (2009)
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firm level idiosyncracy might affect both productivity and location choice.

Unobserved heterogeneity problem implies that there might be covariates, not

involved in equation [2] that are correlated with productivity of the firm.

Estimation of the coefficients will be biased as they capture some of this het-

erogeneity. Assuming that unobserved heterogeneity is time invariant: first

differencing or within estimation provide feasible solutions to control for firm,

location or even sectoral level idiosyncracies. Formally, it implies that instead

of [2] equation [3] would be a more proper specification, where v is region and

ν is firm level idiosyncracy.

lnYit = γlnAGGLOit + αlnKit + βlnLit + εit + vr + νi (3)

The problem of simultaneity is again twofold. On one hand, a possibly foresee-

able negative/positive shock to the firm might induce laying off/hiring workers.

As our as most firm level panel data comes with yearly frequency, the eco-

nomic shock captured by εit can be correlated with the employment. Thus,

estimation of the labour coefficient would be biased. Similar reasoning applies

for the capital. On the other hand, if economic shock is not firm specific, but

rather affect a specific sector or region, firms in each others proximity might

respond to the same shock by hiring or firing workers. As sectors are not

evenly distributed across space this might cause a problem. Also, if one would

like to measure localisation - concentration of a given industry in a region -

this variable will also be correlated with εit resulting in the biased estimation

of the coefficient on the agglomeration variable. As possible solution for the

endogeneity of the capital and employment we estimate TFP at the firm level

by the procedure offered by Olley & Pakes (1996) as it is able to correct for

the simultaneity of input choices and idiosyncratic shocks. 18 Therefore, first

we use the Olley and Pakes methodology to estimate lnTFPit, which takes

care of simultaneity in the factors and estimate equation [4].

lnTFPit = γlnAGGLOit + µit + vr + νi (4)

So far, this approach has the disadvantage of not handling the endogeneity of

the agglomeration variable to the full extent. To alleviate possible biases we

include also year and sectoral level fixed effect, when firm level idiosyncracies

are not controlled for. For this reason, perhaps it is better to coin the find-

ing that firms in agglomerated areas are more productive as agglomeration

premium rather than agglomeration effect. 19

18 Also, we use the modification proposed by Amiti & Konings (2007) allows to
control for productivity gains by the real exchange rate change of the imported
intermediates.
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5.1 Estimation results

First we estimated equation [4] using different specifications and controls with-

out controlling for the trading behaviour of the firm. The results are presented

in Table [4]. The first column besides accounting for the possible higher pro-

ductivity of more mature and foreign owned firms. 20 uses year and sectoral

(NACE2) controls only. The results suggest, that if a firm is in a micro-region

with double the size of employment is on average 7 percent more productive.

However, this result requires further refinement as location specific factors

are not yet controlled for. Throughout columns 2 and 5 of Table [4] we use

different firm and location specific controls.

Table 4
Firm Level OLS estimations of agglomeration premium

Dep. Var.: TFP [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

lnAGG 0.0717*** 0.0728*** 0.0639*** 0.0891*** 0.108***
[22.64] [15.58] [10.04] [4.502] [5.848]

Firmsize 0.230*** 0.230*** 0.231*** 0.231*** 0.140***
[37.76] [37.76] [38.00] [38.01] [12.50]

Foreign own. 0.304*** 0.304*** 0.298*** 0.297*** 0.0277**
[22.86] [22.86] [22.26] [22.34] [2.511]

Age 0.0339*** 0.0339*** 0.0338*** 0.0342*** -0.0205*
[15.08] [15.07] [15.06] [15.31] [-1.726]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes yes
dummy: bigcity yes
dummy: county yes
dummy: MR yes
firm FE yes
Constant -1.701*** -1.708*** -1.742*** -1.789*** -0.860***

[-20.12] [-19.51] [-17.21] [-5.858] [-4.070]
Observations 100694 100694 100630 100630 100694
R-squared 0.299 0.299 0.304 0.311 0.039
Number of id 19205

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

First, we control for prime geographical features of regions that hold bigger

cities and the amenities that larger cities provide, such as infrastructure, fi-

nancial and other services etc. We created variable Bigcity, which is a dummy

being 1 if the firm is located in the one of the 22 biggest cities of Hungary.

These include the principal cities of each of the 20 counties (NUTS3) and Vác

and Esztergom on extra, being Budapest close agglomerations. This specifi-

cation leaves our finding unchanged. In columns 3 and 4, county and micro-

19 Another possibility for handling the endogeneity of the inputs and agglomera-
tion variables together would be to use method put forward by Bond (2002). Our
finding is however, that GMM estimations on the Hungarian data show unreli-
able/unbelievable result. Calculations are available upon request.

20 Throughout the paper, a firm is considered as foreign-owned if at least 10% of
its capital is controlled by a foreign owner.
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region (MR) dummies stand for the NUTS3 and NUTS 4 level idiosyncracies.

While the broader county controls decrease, the agglomeration level increase

our estimate by one percent. These suggest, that in the firm level estimations

first geography effect are only slightly changing our inference. The last col-

umn presents a within estimation, which results in our highest estimate of ten

percent. Within by definition estimation controls for sectoral and all location

related time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity.

Table 5
Firm Level estimations of agglomeration premium by trading

Sampling
Dep. Var.: TFP all firms not trading trading

lnAGG 0.0639*** 0.0503*** 0.0521*** 0.0600** 0.0654*** 0.138***
[10.04] [7.509] [6.380] [2.157] [8.177] [4.646]

trader 0.201***
[4.098]

lnAGG x trader 0.0208***
[4.033]

Firmsize 0.231*** 0.185*** 0.160*** 0.0476** 0.186*** 0.166***
[38.00] [29.08] [13.95] [2.301] [26.04] [9.567]

Foreign own. 0.298*** 0.224*** -0.0379* -0.0102 0.316*** 0.0564***
[22.26] [17.60] [-1.932] [-0.549] [21.00] [3.445]

Age 0.0338*** 0.0342*** 0.0338*** -0.0568*** 0.0343*** 0.0303
[15.06] [15.79] [11.14] [-3.100] [12.55] [0.795]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes yes
dummy: county yes yes yes yes
firm FE yes yes
Constant -1.742*** -1.650*** -1.074*** -0.298 -1.117*** -1.591***

[-17.21] [-16.14] [-9.498] [-0.914] [-9.530] [-5.508]
Observations 100630 100630 38460 28356 62170 45269
R-squared 0.304 0.332 0.196 0.023 0.305 0.07
Number of id 7059 6646

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

To assess the role of trading activity in the agglomeration and productivity

relationship we use two approaches. First, we estimate equation [4] with the

inclusion of a trader dummy and a cross-term between the trader dummy

and the agglomeration measure. Second we run equation [4] on the separate

sample of trading and nontrading firms. In principle the two approaches are

the two side of the same coin, however separating our panel into two samples

allows for within estimation. Note, that separating the sample also allows for

the controls to take up different estimates. The trader sample does not include

firms that throughout their operation switch trade status. 21 The pooled OLS

results (in the second column) suggest that trading firms are 2 percent more

productive in double dense environment than non-traders. This suggest that

traders agglomeration premia is 40% higher. Within estimations show an even

sharper distinction. While the agglomeration premium of nontrading firms

21 Estimation with the inclusion of cross-term was also carried out on a joint sample
without switchers, the results remain unchanged.
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six percent, the corresponding figure in case of trading firms is more than

double, 14 percent. This section reinforces the unconditional picture portrayed

in Figure [2] of international traders being more productive in agglomerations

with firm and location level conditions.

6 Separating urbanisation and localisation

So far we have assessed agglomeration by taking the overall manufacturing

employment in a micro-region. However, as we noted in the introduction, it

is worth separating agglomeration economies to within and between indus-

tries. The within industry external economies (localisation) explicitly models

the original Marshallian idea, that co-located firms within industry may share

common buyers and suppliers that create increasing returns, they might har-

ness specialised labour force. Also, workers are more likely to change jobs

within industries facilitating knowledge spillovers. Between industry external-

ities (urbanisation) represent the wider variety of intermediate inputs and

knowledge that also generate increasing returns and proxy the fact that pro-

duction takes place in a more urbanised environment.

For more clarity, formal definitions after Martin et al. (2008) are the following,

the localisation measure at firm level is:

lnLOCit = ln(employmenttkr − employmentit + 1)

where sector is k and location ir r. Also, we can separate urbanisation effect,

that is the spatial concentration of employment of the other sectors in a given

micro-region, as:

lnURBit = ln(employmenttr − employmenttk + 1)

We place more attention to the localisation premium in this section for the

following reasons. First, localisation is defined more tangibly. While, as a ur-

banisation is a necessary complementer of localisation in describing regional

economic geography it does not provide information on the actual quality

of diversity. Second, as we argued in the introduction, trade related exter-

nal economies, such as trade specific (product or market) information, skilled

labour and scale effects are more likely to work within industry.
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6.1 Estimation results

When separating localisation and urbanisation variables we encounter similar

econometric problems as in the previous section. Thus, we modify equation

[4] the following way:

lnTFPit = γ1lnURBit + γ2lnLOCit + µit + vr + νi (5)

First we estimate eq. (5) as pooled OLS with dummy variables to control for

idiosyncracies and then as fixed effect panel specification. 22 To assess the role

of trading firms, again, we use a dual approach: incorporation of cross-terms

of trader dummy with the agglomeration variables and separating the sample

into trading and not trading firms.

In the specification, that uses cross-terms we use the least restrictive, county

level location controls. The results are displayed in Table [6] . When includ-

ing localisation cross-term in turn and controlling for the trade status itself,

we find that average localisation premium of 3 percent splits roughly equally

between traders and nontraders. The inclusion of urbanisation cross-term how-

ever suggest that non-trading firms do not show higher productivity in more

dense environment.

We also present the pooled OLS estimations on the separate samples in Table

[7]. The first two columns show the not trading, while the last two columns

show the results for the trading sample. In the first column of each, where

we use bigcity to control for location related unobserved heterogeneity we

find that while urbanisation premium is equally 3% for both type of firms

trading firms seem to enjoy 3-4 times higher localisation premium. The last

two columns in each block controls for micro region level heterogeneity. We

see that micro-region dummies render urbanisation variable insignificant, but

leave localisation estimates unchanged.

So far we see, that internationalised firms are 3-4 times more productive on

22 When defining localisation we may find often firms that do not have any same
sector neighbour within a micro region. This would imply empltkr− emplit is zero.
Note, that we added one to both of the agglomeration variables so that we can
take logarithm even in this case. This might not be as innocent as it looks: zero
will appear for some firms as multiplier in their production functions due to the
log-log specification. To test our possible error in inference we ran key equations
excluding such firms. We found that our primary estimates of localisation are
actually downward biased, independently of trade status. See Table[13]
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Table 6
Firm level estimation: Urbanisation and Localisation premia by trading

Dep. Var.: TFP [1] [2] [3]

lnLOC 0.0321*** 0.0199*** 0.0291***
[8.657] [4.764] [8.019]

lnLOC x trader 0.0147***
[3.903]

lnURB 0.0197*** 0.0216*** 0.010
[2.805] [3.136] [1.383]

lnURB x trader 0.0186***
[3.709]

trader 0.304*** 0.222***
[11.94] [4.701]

Firmsize 0.231*** 0.186*** 0.186***
[37.93] [29.13] [29.09]

Foreign own. 0.296*** 0.223*** 0.223***
[22.21] [17.54] [17.55]

Age 0.0340*** 0.0344*** 0.0344***
[15.19] [15.87] [15.90]

dummy: year yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes
dummy: county yes yes yes
Constant -1.444*** -1.427*** -1.381***

[-14.01] [-13.97] [-13.35]
Observations 100630 100630 100630
R-squared 0.305 0.333 0.332

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 7
Firm level estimation: Urbanisation and Localisation premia by trading

Dep. Var.: TFP not trading trading

lnLOC 0.0106* 0.0137** 0.0384*** 0.0361***
[1.822] [2.133] [6.925] [6.213]

lnURB 0.0305*** 0.0172 0.0312*** 0.00155
[3.454] [0.664] [3.397] [0.0606]

Firmsize 0.149*** 0.151*** 0.172*** 0.172***
[9.593] [9.780] [20.04] [19.78]

Foreign own. -0.0543** -0.0465* 0.334*** 0.326***
[-2.209] [-1.891] [19.00] [18.39]

Age 0.0285*** 0.0281*** 0.0381*** 0.0392***
[8.003] [7.907] [10.91] [11.20]

dummy: bigcity 0.0416 -0.0331
[1.488] [-1.222]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes yes
dummy: MR yes yes
Constant -0.903*** -0.0891 -0.847*** -0.553

[-4.783] [-0.373] [-6.271] [-0.833]
Observations 28407 28356 45281 45269
R-squared 0.188 0.206 0.314 0.334

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

average in an environment in regions where own sector employment (from

other firms) is twice as high. To account for firm level unobserved hetero-

geneity we also estimated within specifications. Note, that firm heterogeneity

also incorporates time-invariant location specific indiosyncracies, such as first

geography amenities. To alleviate possible biases from the contemporaneous

change in trade status and the density of economic environment in cases when

cross terms are included and also when subpopulation are separated we ex-
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cluded those firms that switch trade status. The result are displayed in Table

[8]. Firm fixed effects specification provides the clearest distinction between

trading and not-trading firms in terms of agglomeration related productivity

premia. The first block of four equations introduces cross terms gradually on

the switcher-free, but full sample. The first column shows the within version

of the first equation in Table [6]. We see that the coefficient of localisation is

of same magnitude of 3 percent, while the coefficient of urbanisation is signif-

icantly higher. However, if we include either localisation or urbanisation cross

terms, the corresponding baseline variable appears insignificant.

The result suggest that nontrading firms do not show higher productivity in

more agglomerated environment. Previously, in the pooled OLS specification

this inference was only made for the urbanisation variable, but not localisation.

The last two columns of Table [8] , within regression on separate subpopu-

lation of firms somewhat reverses this finding. We see that nontraders show

higher productivity in more localized environment, though the significance of

the coefficient estimate is only at 10%. The urbanisation coefficient remains

insignificant. Interestingly, the estimation on the trader subsample replicates

the fixed effect specification of the full sample (col. 1.), suggesting that general

results are primarily driven by the agglomeration premia of the trading firms.

Internationalised firms show on average 3.5% higher productivity when the

sectoral employment in the vicinity of double size. When the employment in

other sectors is of double size traders show on average 6% higher productivity.

Table 8
Firm level within estimations: Urbanisation and Localisation premia by trading

Dep. Var.: TFP all firms nontraders traders

lnLOC 0.0296*** 0.00608 0.0307*** 0.00803 0.0169* 0.0358***
[5.016] [0.697] [4.614] [0.919] [1.937] [4.118]

lnURB 0.0618*** 0.0545*** 0.0039 0.0114 0.0341 0.0664***
[4.250] [3.288] [0.168] [0.491] [1.429] [3.035]

lnLOC x trader 0.0360*** 0.0333***
[2.927] [2.707]

lnURB x trader 0.0768** 0.0661**
[2.496] [2.158]

Firmsize 0.143*** 0.153*** 0.153*** 0.153*** 0.0482** 0.171***
[12.71] [11.06] [11.06] [11.02] [2.331] [9.859]

Foreign own. 0.0277** 0.0309** 0.0307** 0.0311** -0.0105 0.0570***
[2.506] [2.442] [2.422] [2.457] [-0.564] [3.475]

Age -0.0210* -0.00386 -0.0042 -0.00445 -0.0570*** 0.034
[-1.769] [-0.234] [-0.255] [-0.271] [-3.113] [0.889]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes yes
firm FE yes yes yes yes yes yes
Constant -0.606*** -1.064*** -1.046*** -1.041*** -0.773*** -1.020**

[-3.286] [-6.287] [-6.254] [-6.231] [-3.228] [-2.356]
Observations 100694 73688 73688 73688 28407 45281
Number of id 19205 13759 13759 13759 7102 6657
R-squared 0.039 0.047 0.047 0.047 0.024 0.071

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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6.2 Does intensity of trade matter?

So far we have defined trading firms as being to any extent an exporter or im-

porter at a given period. The question arises are our results solely driven by

the large multinational export platforms, who import most of their interme-

diaries and sell their final products abroad. To paint a more elaborate picture

instead of using trader status dummies we form variables capture the intensity

of trade. We define EXPSHARE and the share of export sales in the over-

all sales activity of the firm. While variable IMPINT is to capture import

intensity of exports, that is imports/(sales-exports+imports). The variables

take on values between zero and one, increasing with respect to the degree of

involvement in the activities. Note, that variable IMPINT measures involve-

ment in both activities, as most firms are both exporters and importers. If a

firm exports only the variable is zero, if imports only it ranges till half. If the

firms is engaged in both activities it increases from zero towards one with the

involvement in both activities. Being close to one means intensive involvement

in both activities. Figure [7] pictures the distribution of the two variables over

our sample. For better visibility only nonzero values are displayed.

Fig. 3. Histogram of trading intensities
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On average trading firms are international traders in our sample are 60 percent

more productive, however the relationship between trade intensity and pro-

ductivity is mostly nonliear. Plotting intensity against productivity in Figure

[7] invited that we introduce four categories of trade intensities, both export

and import. For export share it looks the following: 1. not export at all, 2.

export, but less than 0.25 of its sales, 3. export more than 0.25 but less than

0.75 and the 4. category exports more than three quarters of its sales. The

definition for the import intensity is analogous.
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Table 9
Agglomeration premia by trade intensity

Dep. Var.: TFP

lnAGG 0.0638*** lnAGG 0.0505***
[9.636] [7.798]

expshare1 0.172*** impint1 0.215***
[2.777] [4.175]

expshare2 0.350*** impint2 0.322***
[4.663] [3.944]

expshare3 0.368*** impint3 0.439***
[4.261] [4.094]

lnAGG x expshare1 0.0166*** lnAGG x impint1 0.0174***
[2.627] [3.230]

lnAGG x expshare2 -0.00924 lnAGG x impint2 0.0358***
[-1.147] [4.257]

lnAGG x expshare3 -0.000337 lnAGG x impint3 0.00431
[-0.0352] [0.356]

Firmsize 0.187*** Firmsize 0.172***
[28.53] [26.99]

Foreign own. 0.221*** Foreign own. 0.160***
[16.34] [12.61]

Age 0.0346*** Age 0.0344***
[15.75] [16.22]

dummy: year yes dummy: year yes
dummy: sector yes dummy: sector yes
dummy: county yes dummy: county yes
Constant -1.692*** Constant -1.603***

[-16.72] [-15.87]
Observations 100630 Observations 100630
R-squared 0.323 R-squared 0.348

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

In Table [18] we summarised our results using cross-terms of agglomeration

and trade intensities. 23 . We find that lower intensity traders show higher

productivity in agglomerations. Firms with less than 25 percent export share

and with less than 75 percent import intensity. This implies that our results

are not particularly driven by full scale exporter and importers, who do not

compete domestically, but even firm involved in modest intensity of trade show

higher productivity in more economically dense environment.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper investigated whether, besides their many differences to domes-

tic firms, are international traders more sensitive to density of the economic

environment. We use a rich panel of Hungarian firms from 1992-2003 with de-

tailed information on balance sheet and export-import activity and examine

the premia of agglomeration economy firms at the micro-region level (NUTS

4). While not claiming to have identifying causality in the strict sense, we

show that international traders are more productive in a more agglomerated

23 The results for localisation and urbanisation are in the appendix.
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environment. The larger part of the difference comes from the traders in more

urban more diverse environment are more productive, but also localisation

seems to matter. Traders are on average more than 3.5% more productive

in an environment that contains twice as many workers of their own sector,

while the corresponding figure is only 1.6. The results also prevail when using

micro-region level summary statistics. These finding implies that international

trade status is an important heterogeneity that should be taken into account

when assessing agglomeration economies at firm level.

Our observation may be consistent with several phenomena. First, agglom-

erated environment enhances foreign trade related activities, provides better

flow of information about new market possibilities, better transportation and

logistics services and workers with higher skills and knowledge of foreign lan-

guage. Second, it is also possible that selection effects between trading and

non-trading firms act differently: the least productive traders are less likely

to afford congestion effects of agglomeration. Third, it is also possible trade

related first geography amenities and agglomerations coincide as in the case

of a harbour city. Thus traders in other areas would suffer a more than pro-

portionate disadvantage. We believe that after having controlled for regional

characteristics the first two options are more likely.

Hungary is a rather small open and landlocked economy, which does not nec-

essarily make it a good playground for economic geography investigations.

However, we believe that our results might serve as a possible lower bound for

international traders sensitivity to agglomeration economies.
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8 Technical Appendix

This appendix section describes the productivity estimation approached we

used. To address econometric problems arising from selection, input endo-

geneity and that of trade status we used a modified version of the estimation

method proposed by Olley & Pakes (1996), (OP). We start the following Cobb-

Douglas production function using indicesi for the firm and t for time.

yit = β0 + βkkit + βkkit + βmmit + ωit + εit (6)

where yit, kit, lit, mit denote the natural logarithm of output, capital, labour

and inputs. Productivity is denoted by ωit and εit stands for the measure-

ment error in output. In our analysis output is captured by real value added,

capital is by the deflated value of tangible fixed assets and labour by annual

employment. Productivity is assumed to follow a first order Markov process:

ωi,t+1 = E[ωi,t+1|ωi,t] + ηi,t+1 (7)

with ηit being an exogenous shock process.

Estimating equation [6] by OLS entails several problems. First, due to the

annual periodicity of the data, it is safe to assume, that firms get a fair per-

ception of productivity process for the period at beginning of the year and

are able to change their decision on input choices accordingly. That is, kit,

lit are correlated with ωit, which makes estimation biased and inconsistent.

Secondly, every year firms whose productivity falls below a certain threshold

will be forced to shut down. This implies, that next year productivity distribu-

tion will be of a selected sample of the surviving firms. Ignoring the selection

problems will again bias the estimation of the input coefficients. Thirdly, as

internalisation plays primary role in our analysis we need to consider the pos-

sibility that investment and exit behaviour of the firm is correlated with its

export and import status. Furthermore, trading firms, especially importers

face different input prices. Exchange rate changes over the examined period

might induce a measurement error in the prices used in the estimation. This

problem raised by e.g. Amiti & Konings (2007). To account for these issues

we used two modifications to the standard OP procedure. On one hand, when

calculating value added, imported input values account for the changes in real

exchange rate. On the other hand the OP procedure investment processes

involves firms export and import status.
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The OP relies on the existence of a monotonic relationship between investment

iit, capital and productivity, see Pakes (1991). Therefore this relationship can

be inverted to express productivity of the firm.

ωi,t = g(kit, iit) (8)

For aforementioned reasons we also include trade variables in the investment

decision. X and M are export and import status dummies respectively, taking

up one when the firms show activity of trade. Substituting for the unobserved

productivity term:

yit = βllit + βmmit + φit(iit, kit, Xit,Mit) + εit (9)

This regression gives consistent estimates of βl and βm. Since the functional

form of φ(·) is unknown, we use a linear model that includes full interaction

term polynomials of the arguments. The estimation provides φ̂.

The second stage of the estimation, that control for the selection bias caused by

low productivity firms exiting the sample gives the estimates of the remaining

coefficients. The probability that a firm survives to t (st) can be expressed as

being above a certain productivity threshold ωt .The survival probability (Pt)

can be estimated by probit regression as a polynomial function of capital and

investment and trade status crossterms.

Pr(st = 1|ωt(kt)) = ϕ(it−1, kt−1, Xt−1,Mt−1) (10)

Rearranging 6 and taking expectations given that the firm survived, we have:

E(yit − βllit − βmmit|kit, st = 1) = β0 + βkkit + E(ωit|ωi,t−1, st = 1) (11)

Using the Markov property of productivity, and the notion that once survival

and past productivity is realised kit is known.

yit − βllit − βmmit = βkkit + E(ωit|ωi,t−1, st = 1) + (12)

+ωi,t+1 − E[ωi,t+1|ωi,t]− ηi,t+1

= βkkit + E(ωit|ωi,t−1, st = 1) + ξit − ηi,t+1

where ξit is the surprise efficiency for surviving firms, which does not effect last

period exit or investment choice. The remaining unknown E(ωit|ωi,t−1, st = 1)
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is a function of past unobserved productivity and surviving probability. Olley

& Pakes (1996) suggest to proxy these variables with the estimated survival

probability and the lagged value of investment function estimated in the first

stage:

yit − βllit − βmmit = βkkit + θ(Pt−1, φi,t−1 − βkkit) + νit + εi,t−1 (13)

Using the estimated values of Pt−1, φi,t−1 and of βl, βm from previous stages,

expressing θ as polynomial of its components, one can estimate remaining

coefficients running equation 13. Using all estimated coefficients the log of

TFP, as residual of the production function can be calculated.

tfpit = β̂0 + β̂kkit + β̂kkit + β̂mmit (14)
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9 Appendix of Tables and Graphs

Fig. 4. Spatial distribution of Manufacturing Productivity 1999
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of Manufacturing Density 1999
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Table 10
Basic Geographical Description

County Area (km2) Population
(mean)

Num.Districts

Budapest 525 1865321 1
Baranya 4430 406600 8
Bács-kiskun 8445 540004 10
Békés 5631 398598 6
Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén 7247 741667 11
Csongrád 4263 426202 7
Fejér 4359 424703 7
Györ-Moson-Sopron 4208 432209 6
Hajdú-Bihar 6211 547807 7
Heves 3637 326300 6
Komárom-Esztergom 2265 313982 7
Nógrád 2544 220236 6
Pest 6393 1021686 14
Somogy 6036 335456 9
Szabolcs-Szatmár-Bereg 5937 574007 10
Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok 5582 416675 6
Tolna 3701 247895 5
Vas 3336 269367 9
Veszprém 4493 371070 9
Zala 3784 298131 6

4651 508896 7.5

Fig. 6. Productivity plotted against density in 1997
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Table 11
Micro-region characteristics

MR avg.
Pop.

avg.
manuf.
empl.

avg.
N.
of
firms

area
(ha)

MR avg.
Pop.

avg.
manuf.
empl.

avg.
N.
of
firms

area
(ha)

Ajka 60584 5651 72 74344 Mezőkovácsháza 48823 471 11 93355
Aszód 36011 1035 41 30907 Mezőkövesd 47021 1086 30 77048
Baja 78086 3466 107 118996 Miskolc 277565 14984 378 101757
Baktalórántháza 23302 429 10 31800 Mohácsi 54322 2452 67 87944
Balassagyarmat 43322 1717 45 53188 Monor 36650 303 28 23573
Balatonalmádi 24719 3441 40 28649 Mosonmagyaróvár 71521 7333 128 93070
Balatonfüred 21769 142 22 31847 Mátészalka 66579 1826 30 62474
Balmazújváros 30549 645 11 73122 Mór 28165 4184 34 29456
Barcs 26846 790 28 69647 Mórahalom 16839 40 6 41172
Berettyóújfalu 66177 1811 41 137231 Nagyatád 28823 545 21 64707
Bicske 34701 440 24 61872 Nagykanizsa 83951 3562 71 89254
Bonyhád 30873 2781 37 37756 Nagykálló 32027 693 21 37741
Budapest 1905661 188280 6899 52516 Nagykáta 72674 1198 43 77945
Budaörs 110334 5073 340 20791 Nyirbátor 44369 577 24 69595
Bácsalmás 18426 424 8 38109 Nyiregyháza 214818 9329 309 143814
Bátonyterenye 27803 1308 32 27839 Orosháza 66040 3810 72 84858
Békéscsaba 167954 8326 185 141581 Oroszlány 28683 1382 21 19936
Cegléd 116920 3291 123 123403 Paks 48957 2072 44 75687
Celldömölk 27297 3064 29 47420 Piliscsaba 75344 3550 222 37991
Csenger 14176 573 9 24658 Polgár 14678 91 8 38387
Csepreg 11407 318 14 19683 Pápa 64053 3776 73 100140
Csongrád 25403 1557 20 33924 Pásztó 34134 597 34 55165
Csorna 36514 1266 26 63276 Pécsi 206231 10890 397 94848
Csurgó 19200 663 12 49619 Pécsváradi 11214 173 13 20014
Dabas 39645 1152 63 49870 Pétervására 22949 375 13 42626
Debrecen 290521 16847 383 153196 Püspökladány 52653 890 28 95352
Dombóvár 35222 1325 41 50947 Ráckeve 107418 3754 260 62846
Dorog 39919 1727 52 23270 Rétság 25078 1057 30 43502
Dunakeszi 57091 2989 124 10308 Salgótarján 70035 6871 95 46980
Dunaújváros 109920 11741 127 75067 Sarkad 26739 238 6 54661
Edelény 35780 645 20 73935 Sellye 13424 142 5 41056
Eger 96729 6551 150 74104 Siklósi 35855 613 27 62410
Encs 35031 557 9 79612 Siófok 47056 637 46 62783
Enying 24674 81 5 48090 Sopron 90744 6743 153 85737
Esztergom 54478 7748 129 30486 Szarvas 42455 2688 42 73982
Fehérgyarmat 38858 711 15 69641 Szeged 206262 10392 355 87598
Fonyód 28097 1006 36 42887 Szeghalom 48271 958 20 114670
Füzesabony 37093 848 22 66939 Szekszárd 89506 4149 114 103027
Gyál 89955 2392 126 43284 Szentendre 63226 2819 204 34262
Győr 170880 19304 336 72735 Szentes 46490 1618 36 81388
Gyöngyös 76900 1012 18 73344 Szentgotthárd 15363 2163 26 23344
Gárdony 32318 417 28 37890 Szerencs 63546 724 42 83676
Gödöllő 103616 7494 186 44961 Szigetvári 28263 722 20 66887
Hajdúböszörmény 59222 3677 64 73106 Szikszó 19802 47 3 31165
Hajdúszoboszló 33295 730 33 50674 Szob 12384 429 16 31486
Hatvan 56403 2697 91 36955 Szolnok 122525 9847 204 87752
Heves 36992 1552 47 69779 Szombathely 115111 13386 210 64636
Hódmezővásárhely 61060 5060 111 70782 Szécsény 20380 1492 23 27741
Jánoshalma 17896 622 14 39914 Székesfehérvár 163377 17441 313 118133
Jászberény 88411 6757 96 116146 Sárbogárd 30148 1042 8 65368
Kalocsa 56803 1725 63 102903 Sárospatak 28370 1018 31 47760
Kaposvár 123577 4553 126 157474 Sárvár 37563 3676 28 59029
Kapuvár 25833 1756 28 38271 Sásdi 16177 449 22 38387
Karcag 77238 3801 90 138360 Sátoraljaújhely 44391 3288 32 71158
Kazincbarcika 66189 5047 44 50375 Sümeg 16524 510 15 30640
Kecskemét 163329 9347 339 148318 Tab 17201 1650 14 47962
Keszthely 46359 2196 40 50456 Tamási 43323 1966 40 102613
Kisbér 21270 650 28 51075 Tapolca 38107 829 34 54021
Kiskunfélegyháza 52416 3716 63 81072 Tata 38881 1610 94 30678
Kiskunhalas 46876 1398 58 82635 Tatabánya 88972 3905 174 33166
Kiskunmajsa 16932 892 21 39192 Tiszafüred 41934 799 17 84661
Kiskőrös 58125 1548 69 113033 Tiszavasvári 28534 2786 11 38167
Kistelek 19498 75 10 41020 Tiszaújváros 46750 6196 54 53274
Kisvárda 69564 1267 23 52835 Tét 30572 758 18 55778
Komló 42590 1766 60 31462 Törökszentmiklós 47022 1093 34 60332
Komárom 41181 1448 58 37898 Vasvár 15938 593 10 37414
Kunszentmiklós 30676 873 24 80281 Veszprém 86130 7820 181 65670
Kunszentmárton 40238 855 23 70923 Vác 71056 5074 126 47720
Kőszeg 17812 2358 19 18505 Várpalota 37459 3869 34 27045
Körmend 22502 950 17 33091 Vásárosnamény 37626 699 17 62940
Lengyeltóti 12193 141 8 27095 Zalaegerszeg 105617 8273 166 99270
Lenti 24386 1242 33 66311 Zalaszentgrót 18967 1077 26 32712
Letenye 19602 358 16 40409 Zirc 26455 410 18 48904

Makó 51303 1648 33 70385 Ózd 76815 3418 60 54957

Marcali 32942 1453 27 81409 Őriszentpéter 7577 670 11 30523
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Table 12
Firm level estimation: Urbanisation and Localisation premia

Dep. Var.: TFP [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]

lnLOC 0.0305*** 0.0305*** 0.0321*** 0.0298*** 0.0296***
[8.239] [8.223] [8.657] [7.586] [5.016]

lnURB 0.0349*** 0.0348*** 0.0197*** -0.0044 0.0618***
[6.934] [5.881] [2.805] [-0.263] [4.250]

Firmsize 0.230*** 0.230*** 0.231*** 0.230*** 0.143***
[37.75] [37.77] [37.93] [37.80] [12.71]

Foreign own. 0.303*** 0.303*** 0.296*** 0.295*** 0.0277**
[22.84] [22.84] [22.21] [22.27] [2.506]

Age 0.0341*** 0.0341*** 0.0340*** 0.0344*** -0.0210*
[15.20] [15.19] [15.19] [15.40] [-1.769]

dummy: bigcity 0.000773
[0.0445]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes yes
dummy: county yes
dummy: MR yes
firm FE yes
Constant -1.465*** -1.464*** -1.444*** -1.412*** -0.606***

[-16.63] [-16.19] [-14.01] [-4.654] [-3.286]
Observations 100694 100694 100630 100630 100694
R-squared 0.3 0.3 0.305 0.312 0.039
Number of id 19205

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 13
Excluding firms with no same sector neighbor in the micro-region

Dep. Var.: TFP not trading trading

lnLOC 0.0197** 0.0254*** 0.0299** 0.0461*** 0.0497*** 0.0684***
[2.525] [2.818] [2.180] [5.628] [5.708] [5.414]

lnURB 0.0221** 0.0261 0.0391 0.0231** 0.0208 0.0581**
[2.285] [0.881] [1.388] [2.216] [0.793] [2.503]

Firmsize 0.151*** 0.152*** 0.0488** 0.167*** 0.167*** 0.155***
[9.353] [9.377] [2.211] [18.56] [18.42] [8.610]

Foreign own. -0.0504* -0.0471* -0.0142 0.340*** 0.332*** 0.0538***
[-1.952] [-1.825] [-0.731] [18.55] [17.95] [3.174]

Age 0.0288*** 0.0288*** -0.0593*** 0.0382*** 0.0395*** 0.0357
[7.913] [7.889] [-3.114] [10.59] [10.96] [0.916]

bigcity 0.0444 -0.0272
[1.586] [-0.984]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes yes
dummy: sector yes yes yes yes
dummy: MR yes yes
firm FE yes yes
Constant -0.972*** -0.451* -0.282 -0.834*** -0.670* -1.211***

[-4.537] [-1.806] [-0.824] [-6.001] [-1.929] [-4.971]
Observations 26525 26492 26525 42252 42244 42252
Number of id 6754 6390
R-squared 0.188 0.205 0.024 0.311 0.332 0.063

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 14
Micro-region Level OLS estimations with border controls

Dep. Var.: Productivity not trading trading

DEN 0.0934*** 0.159***
[5.335] [5.787]

HC 0.122*** 0.147**
[3.689] [2.420]

dummy: Close to Austria -0.015 0.192
[-0.151] [0.865]

dummy: Croatia 0.113 0.00828
[1.345] [0.0930]

dummy: Serbia -0.0536 -0.177
[-0.625] [-1.547]

dummy: Romania -0.00137 -0.104
[-0.0194] [-1.171]

dummy: Ukraine 0.0469 0.161
[0.420] [0.508]

dummy: East-Slovakia -0.132 -0.157*
[-1.431] [-1.884]

dummy: West-Slovakia 0.174*** 0.370**
[2.638] [2.104]

dummy: Around Budapest 0.149** 0.378***
[2.087] [4.102]

dummy: year yes yes
Constant -1.694*** -1.143

[-4.108] [-1.573]
Observations 1769 1770
R-squared 0.188 0.403

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Table 15
Micro-region Level OLS estimations with SAR controls

Dep. Var.: PROD [1] [2] [3] [4]

DEN 0.238*** 0.218*** 0.221*** 0.215***
[9.574] [8.383] [8.029] [7.807]

N-PROD 0.227*** 0.192**
[3.273] [2.373]

N-DEN 0.0932** 0.0347
[2.368] [0.768]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes
Constant 0.663*** 0.783*** 0.873*** 0.888***

[6.341] [6.446] [7.746] [6.086]
Observations 1796 1796 1796 1796
R-squared 0.392 0.417 0.406 0.418

clustered robust errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 16
Micro-region Level OLS estimations with SAR controls by trading

Dep. Var.: PROD all not trading trading

DEN 0.191*** 0.0953*** 0.0951*** 0.158*** 0.158***
[18.02] [8.421] [8.394] [13.23] [13.22]

N-PROD 0.0506 0.0791** 0.0428
[1.403] [2.082] [1.128]

N-DEN 0.000539 -0.017 0.00669 0.0136 0.0165
[0.0258] [-0.772] [0.315] [0.624] [0.759]

N-PROD-NTR -0.042
[-0.983]

N-PROD-TR 0.0309
[0.833]

HC 0.143*** 0.110*** 0.113*** 0.167*** 0.168***
[7.082] [5.121] [5.308] [7.718] [7.746]

dummy: year yes yes yes yes yes
dummy: county yes yes yes yes yes
Constant -1.033*** -1.607*** -1.660*** -1.254*** -1.251***

[-3.576] [-5.831] [-5.887] [-4.403] [-4.393]
Observations 1796 1769 1769 1770 1770
R-squared 0.461 0.213 0.212 0.423 0.423

clustered robust errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Fig. 7. Trading intensities and Productivity
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Table 17
Localisation premia by trade intensity

Dep. Var.: TFP

lnLOC 0.0264*** lnLOC 0.0214***
[6.558] [5.342]

lnURB 0.0242*** lnURB 0.0202***
[3.503] [2.986]

expshare1 0.238*** impint1 0.308***
[7.077] [11.36]

expshare2 0.287*** impint2 0.506***
[7.397] [11.70]

expshare3 0.337*** impint3 0.453***
[8.335] [10.06]

lnLOC x expshare1 0.0141*** lnLOC x impint1 0.0113***
[2.906] [2.825]

lnLOC x expshare2 -0.00417 lnLOC x impint2 0.0246***
[-0.712] [3.962]

lnLOC x expshare3 0.00418 lnLOC x impint3 0.00405
[0.658] [0.557]

Firmsize 0.187*** Firmsize 0.172***
[28.59] [26.99]

Foreign own. 0.220*** Foreign own. 0.159***
[16.31] [12.56]

Age 0.0348*** Age 0.0346***
[15.87] [16.34]

dummy: year yes dummy: year yes
dummy: sector yes dummy: sector yes
dummy: county yes dummy: county yes
Constant -1.408*** Constant -1.374***

[-13.83] [-13.61]
Observations 100630 Observations 100630
R-squared 0.323 R-squared 0.348

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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Table 18
Urbanisation premia by trade intensity

Dep. Var.: TFP

lnLOC 0.0292*** lnLOC 0.0287***
[7.988] [8.035]

lnURB 0.0236*** lnURB 0.0121*
[3.299] [1.741]

expshare1 0.177*** impint1 0.229***
[2.993] [4.654]

expshare2 0.348*** impint2 0.349***
[4.923] [4.533]

expshare3 0.409*** impint3 0.516***
[4.839] [4.861]

lnURB x expshare1 0.0159*** lnURB x impint1 0.0159***
[2.608] [3.067]

lnURB x expshare2 -0.00937 lnURB x impint2 0.0331***
[-1.223] [4.125]

lnURB x expshare3 -0.00536 lnURB x impint3 -0.00497
[-0.565] [-0.409]

Firmsize 0.187*** Firmsize 0.173***
[28.60] [27.06]

Foreign own. 0.220*** Foreign own. 0.159***
[16.30] [12.58]

Age 0.0348*** Age 0.0346***
[15.84] [16.31]

dummy: year yes dummy: year yes
dummy: sector yes dummy: sector yes
dummy: county yes dummy: county yes
Constant -1.421*** Constant -1.349***

[-13.87] [-13.27]
Observations 100630 Observations 100630
R-squared 0.323 R-squared 0.348

clustered errors, t statistics in brackets
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1
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